ADULT HIPPOCAMPAL NEUROGENESIS AND ITS LOCAL MICROENVIRONMENT {#sec0005}
=============================================================

Throughout life new neurons are generated from neural stem cells (NSCs) in select areas of the mammalian brain, such as the olfactory bulb, subventricular zone (SVZ), and the subgranular zone (SGZ) of the Dentate Gyrus (DG). The latter is named adult hippocampal neurogenesis (AHN), a process important for several aspects of hippocampus-dependent cognitive capacity \[[@ref001]\], while it has also been hypothesized to have potential therapeutic functions, responding to local loss of neurons in events of disease or pharmacological treatment \[[@ref006]\]. Most details about the physiological and functional regulation of AHN come from preclinical animal studies, but it has recently been elegantly shown that adult human hippocampi possess extensive neurogenic capacity as well. In humans, about one third of all granule cells in the DG are replaced by newborn cells throughout life at a turnover rate of approximately 1.75% per year, which remarkably resembles the neurogenic capacity of the mouse hippocampus \[[@ref013]\].

AHN can be divided into several distinct stages, each of which is under specific control by cell-intrinsic gene expression programs and environmental factors, allowing tight temporal and spatial regulation of the neurogenic process within a restricted microenvironment and according to the needs of the organism \[[@ref015]\] ([Fig. 1A](#bpl-3-bpl160036-g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Schematic overview of the hippocampal neurogenic niche, the different processes underlying AHN, and its regulation by microRNAs. A) Overview of the different stages of AHN. Each cell type can be identified by a combination of presence and absence of markers, combined with morphological cellular features. B) Overview of the neurogenic niche and the transition of a NSC into a mature neuron. The complexity of the neurogenic niche, consisting of multiple cell types in close association with the vasculature, allows for both local and distant cell communication. Distant cell communication occurs via factors released in the bloodstream, such as cell-extrinsic miRNAs, growth factors (VEGF and bFGF), hormones, and trophic factors (BDNF). Other cell-intrinsic factors, such as miRNAsm TLX signaling, notch signaling, and REST (purple boxes), and cell extrinsic factors such as HDACs, DNA methylation, and miRNAs (pink box), complete the coordinated regulated of AHN. C) MiRNAs regulate various key pathways important in AHN. Depicted are miRNAs of which a clear link with neurogenesis has been identified, together with their targets through which the miRNAs might exert their effect.](bpl-3-bpl160036-g001){#bpl-3-bpl160036-g001}

Upon stimulation, quiescent neural stem cells (NSCs) in the SGZ re-enter the cell cycle and become proliferative NSCs. These activated NSCs have the potential to both self-renew and give rise to early amplifying neural progenitors (aNPCs) maintaining the NSC pool while expanding the progenitor pool. The final fate of activated NSCs is still debatable as it has been shown that activated NSCs terminally differentiate into astrocytes after multiple rounds of asymmetric division \[[@ref017]\], while another study suggests that NSCs can re-enter quiescence after several rounds of asymmetric division and be later activated again \[[@ref018]\], which is thought to act as an intrinsic mechanism to maintain the NSC pool. The newly generated aNPCs undergo multiple rounds of symmetric division, expanding the neurogenic pool and giving rise to mature neurons. Soon after their birth most aNPCs are selected out by apoptosis, which may prevent excess production of new and/or unfit neurons \[[@ref019]\]. The surviving aNPCs give rise to neuroblasts, which after neuronal differentiation, migration, and maturation will integrate into the preexisting DG network, taking in total approximately 4 weeks \[[@ref004]\]. The neurogenic capacity of NSCs in the adult DG is not infinite and decreases throughout life, mainly due to decreased proliferation and loss of NSCs, possibly through astrocytic conversion \[[@ref017]\].

The complex regulation of AHN by both cell-intrinsic and cell-extrinsic factors becomes clear when studying the fate of early hippocampal NSPCs transplanted into non-neurogenic areas of the brain, where they will generate astrocytes. On the contrary, NSPCs derived from the SVZ will generate mature granule cells when transplanted into the SGZ of the DG \[[@ref023]\]. These transplant studies identified an extra layer of neurogenic regulation by the local microenvironment, or neurogenic niche, which is crucial for proper neuronal development. The hippocampal neurogenic niche is made up out of a wide array of cell types, including the NSPCs, neuroblasts and their progeny, and mature granule cells, but also astrocytes, GABAergic interneurons, microglia, and endothelial cells that connect the neurogenic niche to the vasculature ([Fig. 1B](#bpl-3-bpl160036-g001){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@ref015]\]. Furthermore the local vasculature and its associated extracellular matrix allows for local cell-cell interaction, i.e. via β-Catenin regulating mitotic spindle orientation \[[@ref033]\]. Together, all these elements provide the hippocampus with a finely tuned microenvironment permissive for adult neurogenesis. Besides the crucial structural organization provided by the niche the local responsiveness of NSPCs and their progeny is tightly regulated at the molecular level, i.e. by epigenetic regulation of chromatin states allowing temporal and spatial regulation of gene transcription \[[@ref035]\]. Chromatin modification is one the most studied forms of epigenetic regulation, as the chromatin state provides the first layer of epigenetic control of gene expression regulation. Histone methylation by DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs) and (de)acetylation by histone acetyl transferases (HATs) and histone deacetylases (HDACs), two of the most common forms of chromatin modification provide a first layer of molecular control over gene expression, rendering the genome (in)accessible to the transcription machinery. Another classic epigenetic regulatory mechanism active in adult neurogenesis is DNA methylation, in which cellular DNA can be covalently modified, usually, but not exclusively, at locations rich in CpG dinucleotides, through methylation of the carbon at the fifth position on the pyrimidine ring of the cytosine residue \[[@ref038]\]. These and other levels of epigenetic control of neurogenesis have recently been extensively reviewed \[[@ref039]\].

An extra level of epigenetic control in NSPCs comes from non-coding RNAs, such as miRNAs, \[[@ref040]\]. MiRNAs are small non-coding RNA molecules composed of approximately 22 nucleotides that are transcribed from endogenous hairpin-shaped transcripts by RNA polymerase II or III. Their transcripts are called pri-miRNAs and will be cleaved into pre-miRNAs in the nucleus by the Drosha/DGCR8 complex. After exporting the pre-miRNA from the nucleus it is once again cleaved, this time by the Dicer/TRBP complex to its mature functional miRNA length \[[@ref044]\]. Recently several other miRNA biogenesis pathways have been identified, including Drosha and Dicer independent pathways. A complete summary of miRNA biogenesis pathways has recently been published \[[@ref045]\]. Interestingly, though outside the scope of this review, components of these miRNA biogenesis pathways, such as Drosha, Dicer and DGCR8, also have direct, miRNA-independent, effects on gene expression \[[@ref046]\]. Furthermore, Drosha restricts the potency of adult hippocampal NSPCs *in vivo* by targeting NFIB through a miRNA-independent pathway \[[@ref047]\]. miRNAs can regulate gene expression post-transcriptionally via either mRNA degradation or inhibition of mRNA translation by binding to the 3'UTR of their target mRNA. Hence, miRNAs can only exert their function when the specific substrate mRNA is available as well, introducing another layer of spatial and temporal complexity to gene expression regulation \[[@ref048]\]. Furthermore, numerous proteins involved in the epigenetic machinery are targets of specific miRNAs and vice versa, creating complex multilayered control of gene transcription \[[@ref049]\]. Due to several biological characteristics of miRNAs, such as their potent ability to (transiently) repress gene expression, their relative high conservation between species, and their rapid turnover, it has been hypothesized that miRNAs might be key regulators of AHN \[[@ref050]\]. As mentioned before, local temporal control of gene expression is key in regulating the switches between different distinct stages of AHN. Down regulating non-lineage specific genes and removal of repressive marks on the chromatin of lineage-specific genes are excessively abundant forms of AHN regulation, both of which are likely candidates for miRNA regulation. Interestingly, several studies have demonstrated in other tissues that miRNAs are not only found intracellularly, but are also present in the extracellular compartment and mediate cell-to-cell communication, among others via exosomes \[[@ref051]\]. In recent years, numerous miRNAs have been characterized that play crucial roles in stage transitions of AHN by regulating key epigenetic regulators, such as HDACs, Polycombgroup proteins, and REST, but also play key roles in apoptotic selection and functional maturation of immature neurons ([Fig. 1C](#bpl-3-bpl160036-g001){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#bpl-3-bpl160036-t001){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

MicroRNAs involved in regulation of AHN

                            Target           miRNA function
  ------------------------- ---------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  miR-184                   Numbl            Inhibits differentiation, promotes proliferation, maintenance of the neurogenic stem cell pool
  miR-34a                   Numbl            Inhibits differentiation, promotes proliferation, maintenance of the neurogenic stem cell pool
                            BCL2             Promotes apoptosis
                            Cdk-4            Inhibits cell cycle progression
                            Cyclin D2        Inhibits cell cycle progression
                            Synaptotagmin1   Inhibits synaptic development
                            Syntaxin-1A      Inhibits synaptic development
  miR-106b/miR-25 Cluster   IGF-signaling    Promotes NSPC proliferation, neuronal differentiation
  miR-124                   Sox9             Promotes neuronal differentiation
                            STAT3            Promotes neuronal differentiation
                            BCL2L13          Inhibits apoptosis
                            Lhx2             Promotes neurite outgrowth
                            Rap2a            Promotes dendritic branching
  miR-137                   BCL2L13          Inhibits apoptosis
                            Mib-1            Inhibits dendritic growth and spine formation
                            LSD1             Promotes proliferation
                            Ezh2             Inhibits differentiation
  miR-9                     TLX              Promotes differentiation, inhibits differentiation
                            REST             Promotes neuronal differentiation
                            Rap2a            Promotes dendritic branching
                            Stathmin         Inhibits migration
  Let-7b                    TLX              Inhibits proliferation, promotes differentiation
                            Cyclin D1        Inhibits cell cycle progression
  miR-125b                  Nestin           Promotes neuronal differentiation
  miR-145                   Sox2             Promotes neuronal differentiation
  miR-26b                   Ctdsp2           Promotes neuronal differentiation
  miR-19                    Rapgef2          Stimulates migration
  miR-379/miR410 cluster    N-Cadherin       Induces migration
  miR-134                   Limk1            Inhibits spinogenesis
                            Dcx              Inhibits NPC migration
  miR-138                   APT1             Inhibits spinogenesis
  miR-17/miR92 cluster      PTEN             Induces axonal outgrowth
  miR-132                   P250GAP          Promotes spinogenesis

Overview of identified microRNAs that regulate (hippocampal) neurogenesis, their targets, their role in neurogenesis, and the origin of identification.

In order to discuss the complex role miRNAs play in regulating AHN, we first review neurogenesis stage-specific regulation by miRNAs. Further, we discuss how miRNA deregulation could contribute to the development of neurological disorders, focusing on aberrant hippocampal neurogenesis and epilepsy.

miRNA-dependent control of adult neurogenesis under physiological conditions {#sec0010}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Neural stem cell maintenance and quiescence {#sec0015}

To preserve the neurogenic capacity throughout life it is critical that NSCs retain both their proliferative and self-renewal capacities. A fine balance between the two is needed, since each NSC has a limited number of proliferation rounds before it terminally differentiates and loses its stem cell capacities \[[@ref017]\]. Several miRNAs have been identified that play a crucial role in the regulation of NSC maintenance.

A key pathway in maintaining neurogenic capacity is the Notch signaling pathway, which drives asymmetric division rendering both NSCs and aNPCs \[[@ref054]\]. Activation of the Notch signaling drives proliferation, and through asymmetric expression of its repressor protein Numbl, two distinct daughter cells are derived from one single NSC \[[@ref055]\]. Absence of Numbl in NSCs results in increased proliferation and symmetric division, exhausting the NSC pool. Both miR-184 and miR-34a regulate Numbl expression by binding to its 3'UTR, driving symmetric division \[[@ref056]\]. Similarly, high expression levels of miR-184 are associated with long-term impaired neurogenesis. miR-34a also indirectly regulates Notch signaling as it targets two downstream proteins of Notch, NeuroD1 and Mash1 \[[@ref057]\].

Another pathway implicated in stem cell maintenance throughout ageing is the Insulin/IGF pathway. FoxO3, a component of the Insulin/IGF pathway, directly regulates the expression of the miR106b-25 cluster. The main miRNA from this cluster studied in relation to neurogenesis is miR-25. Expression of miR-25 results in increased proliferation of NSPCs, possibly depleting the NSPC pool \[[@ref058]\].

Besides maintaining the NSC pool through controlling proliferation rates and cell division, miRNAs might also be involved in maintaining NSC quiescence. Though this phenomenon has not yet been shown in AHN and evidence from other stem cell niches is scarce, there are several interesting findings pointing towards roles for miRNAs in controlling quiescence. One study using muscle stem cells in which Dicer was conditionally knocked out showed a significant increase in proliferation rate, indicating a transition from quiescence to activation. Further analysis of miRNA expression differences between quiescent and activated stem cells yielded several candidates, from which miRNA-489 turned out to be a crucial mediator of stem cell quiescence \[[@ref059]\].

### NSPCs Proliferation versus differentiation {#sec0020}

As mentioned before both NSCs and aNPCs can undergo several rounds of proliferation, thereby amplifying the NSPC pool before giving rise to new neurons or astrocytes. Several miRNAs and their targets tightly regulate this switch from the proliferative state towards differentiation.

One key regulator of proliferation is the nuclear receptor TLX. TLX activates the Wnt/B-catenin pathway and is crucial for NSPCs to maintain their self-renewal and proliferative capacities \[[@ref060]\]. NSPCs expressing TLX can proliferate, self-renew, and differentiate into all neuronal lineages, while NSPCs devoid of TLX fail to proliferate at all. Reintroducing TLX into NSPCs rescues their proliferative potential \[[@ref062]\].

Expression of TLX is controlled by several miRNAs, indicating its importance in this complex regulatory system. TLX expression is regulated by miR-9, which is highly abundant in the adult brain. At the same time, TLX controls miR-9 expression through a negative feedback loop, ensuring tight control over NSPC proliferation \[[@ref063]\]. Overexpression of miR-9 results in decreased levels of TLX and increased (premature) neuronal differentiation, while miR-9 knockdown increases NPC proliferation.

TLX forms a second regulatory loop with miR-137, which stimulates proliferation by repressing LSD1, a co-repressor of TLX, while repressing differentiation by down regulating Ezh2, a histone methyltransferase and part of the Polycombgroup proteins \[[@ref064]\]. Like miR-9, miR-137 expression levels are tightly regulated via closed regulatory loops involving TLX and its co-repressor LSD1.

A third miRNA that regulates TLX expression is Let-7b, which inhibits proliferation and drives differentiation through direct targeting of the 3'UTR of the TLX receptor \[[@ref066]\]. Let-7b knockdown increases proliferation, while overexpression of Let-7b in NSCs decreases proliferation and increases accelerated neuronal differentiation \[[@ref067]\]. Let-7b also regulates Cyclin D1, an effector downstream of TLX, important for cell cycle progression. Down regulation of Cyclin D1 by Let-7b inhibits progression into the S-phase of the cell cycle, lengthening the G1 --phase and thereby stimulates the transition into differentiation \[[@ref068]\].

A fourth miRNA that indirectly also regulates TLX expression is miR-145. miR-145 regulates Sox2, a transcription factor crucial for stem cells to maintain pluripotency and self-renewal capacity, and Lin28, a well known suppressor of Let-7 biogenesis \[[@ref069]\]. Expression of miR-145 increases during differentiation of NPCs and thus drives differentiation indirectly via TLX regulation.

These observations indicate that TLX may work as a hub in miRNA-mediated regulation of NSPC proliferation and transition into differentiation. Furthermore, the complex regulation of its expression by several miRNAs, which are themselves again regulated by TLX expression through negative feedback loops, provides the perfect mechanism for the fast and transient switch in gene expression needed to drive NPCs out of their proliferative state and into differentiation, without losing proliferative capacity on the long term.

Finally, miR-125b regulates the transition between proliferation and differentiation. miR-125b targets Nestin, an intermediate filament protein expressed in NSPCS, but not in neurons \[[@ref070]\]. Overexpression of miR125-b results in decreased proliferation and increased differentiation of NSPCs. These effects can be rescued by introducing mutations in binding sites for miR125-b present on the Nestin mRNA 3'UTR. Besides this direct regulation of differentiation, miR-125b also targets numerous repressors of neuronal genes, mainly effectors of the ERK signaling pathway involved in the effect of retinoic acid, highlighting a role for miR-125b in neuronaldifferentiation \[[@ref071]\].

### Cell fate specification {#sec0025}

Under normal physiological conditions most cells derived from adult hippocampal NSCs will differentiate into neurons, while only a small subset will give rise to astrocytes. This balance is tightly maintained, regulating the neurogenic capacity of the stem cell pool. DNA methylation is a main driving force behind the repression of the astrocytic fate \[[@ref036]\], but recent studies also show methylation-independent pathways regulated by miRNAs. Most work done on cell fate specification comes from studies on miR-124, which is a key player in neuronal versus astrocytic cell fate determination. miR-124 is absent in NSPCs, while expression levels increase in neuroblasts and remain high in differentiated neurons. One of the targets of miR-124 is SOX9, a transcription factor crucial for gliogenesis present in both NSPCs and astrocytes, but not in neuroblasts and neurons \[[@ref072]\]. Overexpression of a 3'UTR deficient SOX9 inhibits neuronal differentiation, while a knockdown of miR-124 results in increased ectopic SOX9 expression in neuroblasts. Importantly, in the subventricular zone stem cell niche, miR-124-mediated repression of SOX-9 is important for neuronal fate determination \[[@ref073]\]. A second pathway regulated by miR-124 is the STAT3 pathway, which plays a role in terminal differentiation \[[@ref074]\]. Upon phosphorylation STAT3 inhibits terminal neuronal differentiation, and drives cells towards a glial lineage \[[@ref075]\]. Overexpression of miR-124 reduces STAT3 phosphorylation, driving NSPCs towards the neuronal lineage \[[@ref074]\]. Furthermore, overexpression of miR-124 in HeLa cells, a non-neuronal cell line, results in the expression of pro-neuronal genes, while silencing non-neuronal genes \[[@ref077]\]. All together, these data indicate miR-124 is a crucial regulator of cell fate determination, stimulating neuronal lineages by suppressing glial lineage-specificgenes.

MiR-9, which controls proliferation through the TLX receptor, also targets several other genes that play crucial roles in neuronal differentiation, such as Foxg1 and Gsh2 \[[@ref078]\]. Moreover, miR-9 also regulates several members of the REST complex, which acts as a transcriptional repressor of neuronal genes, inhibiting neuronal differentiation \[[@ref079]\].

Another miRNA involved in cell fate determination is miR-26b, which is specifically expressed in NSPCs. miR-26b targets ctdsp2, an important component of the REST complex, which inhibits the transcription of neuronal genes \[[@ref080]\].

### Apoptotic selection of newborn neurons {#sec0030}

A majority of the cells generated by adult hippocampal NSPCs undergo extensive apoptotic selection, thereby regulating neurogenesis levels. Apoptotic selection of NPCs is thought to serve as a quality control as well, selecting out unfit cells \[[@ref017]\]. The first indications for a role for miRNAs in controlling apoptosis comes from *in vivo* Dicer knockout studies, though these studies focused on SVZ neurogenesis instead of AHN. Early embryonic Dicer knockout results in increased proliferation of neural progenitors, however due to failed cell cycle progression upon differentiation most of these cells undergo apoptosis \[[@ref081]\].

A recent study showed that miR-124 and miR-137 act cooperatively to regulate apoptosis in NSPCs, through fine-tuning expression levels of the pro-apoptotic protein Bcl2L13, upstream of Caspase3 \[[@ref082]\]. Acting together on a common target, miR-124 and miR-137 decrease Bcl2L13 expression levels resulting in concomitant decreases of cleaved Caspase3, indicating a decrease in apoptosis. A second miRNA linked to the regulation of apoptosis is miR-34a, which targets the anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 protein, as well as several cell cycle regulators involved in cell cycle progression, such as Cdk-4 and Cyclin D2 \[[@ref083]\]. Caution must be applied in interpreting these results, as these data all originate from non-neuronal cell type studies; however, both miR-34a and some of its targets are expressed in NSPCs, thereby providing a possible new regulatory mechanism for apoptotic selection mediated by miRNAs inNSPCs.

### Migration {#sec0035}

Migration of newborn neurons in the DG is crucial for establishing correct new synaptic contacts with the preexisting network. This migration is controlled by several chemoattractants, such as Reelin, and adhesion proteins. Several miRNAs have been identified that play a role in neuronal migration in the DG.

MiRNA cluster miR-379-410 regulates N-Cadherin, an adhesion protein found on cellular membranes, and is expressed in NSPCs and migrating immature neurons. Overexpression of this miRNA cluster in NSCs results in increased neuronal migration, which can be rescued by exogenous miRNA-insensitive N-Cadherin overexpression \[[@ref086]\]. The brain-specific miR-9 is expressed in NPCs derived from human embryonic stem cells and loss of miR-9 suppressed proliferation and promoted migration of NPCs independently of precocious differentiation, possible by regulating the expression of its target, stathmin \[[@ref087]\]. Recently, miR-19 was identified to play a critical role in neuronal migration. miR-19 is abundantly in NSPCs, while its expression decreases upon differentiation. Overexpression of miR-19 in NSPCs in the adult DG results in an increase in migration of newborn neurons \[[@ref088]\].

### Maturation and integration {#sec0040}

After committing to their neuronal fate neuroblasts will undergo further maturation over the course of several weeks. Immature neurons migrate horizontally, start to form axonal and dendritic processes, and develop dendritic spines to allow for neuron-to-neuron communication \[[@ref021]\]. The development of strong synaptic connections with afferent neurons is crucial as an absence of synaptic input will result in selective apoptosis \[[@ref089]\] further guarding quality of newborn neurons in the DG. Several miRNAs are known to regulate these processes, including dendritic outgrowth and spine formation, crucial for maturation and integration of newborn neurons.

miR-34a and miR-137 negatively regulate neurite outgrowth and dendritic branching, limiting dendritic complexity of newborn neurons \[[@ref083]\]. miR-34a targets both synaptotagmin1 and syntaxin-1, 2 proteins crucial for functional maturation of newborn neurons. Overexpression of miR-34a results in a significant decrease of dendritic complexity, as well as a reduction in synaptic function. Inhibiting miR-34a rescues the functional deficits, while overexpression of synaptotagmin1 was able to partially rescue dendritic morphology \[[@ref083]\]. miR-137 regulates Mib1, a protein known for its crucial role in neurodevelopment that acts on Notch signaling and induces apoptosis. Overexpression of miR-137 severely impacts dendritic outgrowth and spine formation, which can be rescued by overexpression of Mib1 \[[@ref092]\].

While miR34a and miR-137 negatively regulate dendrite outgrowth, miR-124 positively regulated axonal and dendritic branching \[[@ref093]\]. Knocking out Rcnr3, the primary source of miR-124, results in severe neuronal malformation and aberrant axonal sprouting. Lhx2, a primary target of miR-124, mediates these effects. Like miR-124, the miR17-92 cluster drives axonal outgrowth \[[@ref094]\]. This cluster is specifically expressed in the distal axon of neurons, where it regulates phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN), a repressor of the MTOR pathway. Overexpression of this miR cluster results in increased axonal sprouting, which can be rescued by rapamycin treatment, an inhibitor of MTOR.

miR-125b, miR-134, and miR-138 are known to negatively regulate spine formation \[[@ref095]\]. miR-125b has been linked to regulation of Fragile X Mental Retardation Protein (FRMP), and its overexpression results in severely altered spine morphology. Furthermore, miR-125b also regulates the NR2A subunit of the NMDA receptor, affecting synaptic plasticity of hippocampal neurons \[[@ref097]\]. Both miR-134 and miR-138 are specifically enriched in dendritic spines, where they exert crucial roles for synaptic functioning. miR-134 regulates Limk-1, a transcription factor crucial for spinogenesis \[[@ref095]\], while miR-138 regulates APT1, an enzyme responsible for the palmitoylation state of many synaptic proteins \[[@ref096]\].

On the contrary, miR-132 is thought to positively regulate spine formation, in an activity-dependent manner by regulating p250GAP expression \[[@ref098]\]. Its expression is regulated by CREB and is necessary and crucial for spine formation. miR-132 expression promotes neurite outgrowth \[[@ref099]\] and inhibiting miR-132 results in decreased EPSC frequency and numbers of GluR1-positive spines, indicating miR-132 to play a key role in both structural and functional spinogenesis \[[@ref098]\].

Pathological alterations in AHN in the context of epilepsy {#sec0045}
----------------------------------------------------------

Even though AHN is tightly regulated, numerous internal and external factors can compromise the process. This becomes particularly clear when studying the neurogenic process under pathological conditions, such as epilepsy. Epileptic seizures have a strong effect on AHN, all of which have been pooled under the umbrella term "aberrant AHN" \[[@ref101]\]. Whether these alterations causally underlie disease formation is still a matter of debate, but it has become clear that the alterations in AHN under epileptic conditions strongly affect hippocampal network excitability, thereby creating a hyperexcitable pro-epileptic environment, which possibly also underlies comorbid cognitive deficits observed in epilepsy patients \[[@ref102]\].

### Aberrant AHN and epilepsy {#sec0050}

Epilepsy is a neurological disorder characterized by the occurrence of chronic spontaneous recurrent epileptic seizures \[[@ref103]\]. Numerous subtypes of epilepsy exist, which can be divided by their cause (e.g. genetic versus idiopathic epilepsies) and location of origin of the epileptic insult. The largest group of patients suffers from temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), characterized by seizures originating in many cases from the hippocampal region. Since most TLE patients also suffer from associated cognitive deficits, hippocampal functioning seems to be a key component of TLE pathology \[[@ref104]\].

Most idiopathic epilepsies share a common developmental window characterized by a primary insult (known or unknown), followed by a silent latent phase and culminating in chronic recurrent spontaneous seizures. The common conception is that the initial insult triggers multiple reactive processes in the brain tissue during the latent phase, thereby initiating epileptogenesis and finally resulting in the generation of pro-epileptic neuronal networks. These network changes eventually culminate in the occurrence of spontaneous seizures \[[@ref106]\].

AHN is particularly vulnerable to seizures. Pioneer studies showed that epileptic seizures cause a significant increase in the short-term proliferation rate of NSCs, while diminishing long-term proliferation \[[@ref108]\]. Besides changes in proliferation rates, newborn neurons also display morphological and functional alterations, including somatic hypertrophy, presence of hilar basal dendrites \[[@ref109]\], ectopic location of newborn neurons in the molecular layer or Hilus of the hippocampus \[[@ref108]\], axonal sprouting towards the molecular layer forming recurrent excitatory circuits \[[@ref110]\], and changes in dendritic spine density with concomitant alterations in neuronal excitability \[[@ref111]\]. Together all these changes underlie the formation of recurrent excitatory networks within the DG, indicating a possible role for aberrant AHN in epilepsy development and the rise of chronic seizures \[[@ref102]\]. Furthermore, long-term loss of proliferation has recently been shown to be a possible direct result of seizure activity, due to direct conversion of NSCs into astrocytes shortly after seizure onset \[[@ref114]\]. This loss of proliferation is hypothesized to be one of the underlying causes of comorbid cognitive decline in epilepsypatients \[[@ref115]\].

It is not yet agreed upon whether aberrant AHN plays a crucial role in epilepsy development, but multiple studies have shown that AHN is at least partially responsible for the generation of chronic epileptic seizures. Genetic induction of newborn ectopic granule cells with altered dendritic complexity using a Pten knockout mouse model results in spontaneous interictal activity and significantly increase seizure-susceptibility \[[@ref116]\]. On the contrary, preventing aberrant AHN by completely removing AHN by either pharmacological or genetic approaches is sufficient to prevent, or at least slow down, the development of chronic epilepsy and decreases the severity of remaining chronic seizures after a primary insult known as Status Epilepticus (SE) \[[@ref117]\]. Besides its possible role in epilepsy development, aberrant AHN has already been shown to underlie comorbid cognitive deficits observed in epilepsy mouse models. Cognitive deficits that arise after SE induction can be rescued by ablating AHN, thereby preventing the occurrence of aberrant AHN\[[@ref117]\].

How epileptic seizures can deregulate AHN is topic of intense research, and a plethora of hypotheses have been raised. Over the recent years miRNAs have gained serious interest as it became clear that most miRNAs known to regulate AHN are also deregulated in case of seizure events or chronic epilepsy ([Fig. 2](#bpl-3-bpl160036-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Here, we provide an overview of AHN-regulating miRNAs linked to epilepsy, based on analyses done suing the EpimiRBase developed by Mooney et al. \[[@ref120]\]. EpimiRBase is a comprehensive manually curated database of over 2,000 miRNA-epilepsy associations, which was developed to address the need for a database to keep track of the rapidly expanding published literature on miRNAs in epilepsy. The June 2016 release of EpimiRBase lists miRNAs from 41 publications including 1207 unique miRNA (1,198 up and 870 down regulated) from three species: human \[[@ref161]\], mouse (854) and rat (1,053). The miRNAs are categorized into four study types: expression analysis \[[@ref041]\], functional \[[@ref019]\], profiling-biofluid \[[@ref032]\] and profiling-brain(1,976).

![AHN-regulating miRNAs are severely deregulated in epilepsy. We have identified 45 miRNAs that are established regulators of AHN (dark green). Using the EpimiRbase, which lists a total of 1207 deregulated miRNAs in epilepsy (yellow), we identified a total of 43 out of 45 AHN-regulating miRNAs to be deregulated in epilepsy (light green).](bpl-3-bpl160036-g002){#bpl-3-bpl160036-g002}

Using EpimiRBase against a list of all miRNAs known to regulate AHN provided numerous matches, again indicating a crucial role for miRNAs in the deregulation of AHN under seizure pathology ([Table 2](#bpl-3-bpl160036-t002){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 2](#bpl-3-bpl160036-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Here we summarize all AHN-regulating miRNAs whose altered expression levels have been found in both rodent and human epilepsy studies.

###### 

Differentially expressed AHN-related MicroRNAs in epilepsy

                         Expression during   Expression during  Predicted Biological                                   References
  --------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ ---------------
  miR-184                       Up                  Up          Increased proliferation                                \[[@ref121]\]
  miR-106b/25 cluster           Up                  Up          Increased proliferation and neuronal differentiation   \[[@ref123]\]
  miR-34a                       Up                  Up          Increased proliferation,                               \[[@ref123]\]
                                                                Increased apoptosis                                    
  miR-124                       Up                  Up          Increased neuronal differentiation,                    \[[@ref082]\]
                                                                Decreased apoptosis                                    
  miR-137                       Up                  Up          Increased proliferation,                               \[[@ref082]\]
                                                                Decreased apoptosis                                    
  miR-9                        Down                 Up          Dynamic changes in proliferation and differentiation   \[[@ref129]\]
  Let-7b                       Down                Down         Increased proliferation, Decreased differentiation     \[[@ref129]\]
  miR-26b                       Up                  Up          Increased neuronal differentiation                     \[[@ref082]\]
  miR-145                     Up/Down             Up/Down       Changes in neuronal differentiation                    \[[@ref123]\]
  miR-125b                      Up                  Up          Increased neuronal differentiation                     \[[@ref132]\]
  miR-19                        Up                  Up          Increased migration                                    \[[@ref123]\]
  miR-379/410 cluster           Up                  Up          Increased migration                                    \[[@ref082]\]
  miR-138                      Down                Down         Increased spinogenesis                                 \[[@ref082]\]
  miR-134                       Up                  Up          Decreased spinogenesis                                 \[[@ref131]\]
  miR-132                       Up                  Up          Increased spinogenesis                                 \[[@ref123]\]

Overview of differentially expressed microRNAs in epilepsy known to be involved in neurogenesis, and their (predicted) biological consequence.

### Stem Cell maintenance and quiescence {#sec0055}

miR-184 and miR-34a, which play a role in stem cell maintenance through regulation of the Notch signaling pathway, as discussed before, are differentially expressed in both rodent or human profiling studies related to epilepsy. Increased miR-184 expression has been found both in chronic human epilepsy patients, as well as in the early stages of epileptogenesis in a rodent model \[[@ref121]\]. miR-34a is commonly found up regulated at different stages of disease development in rodents \[[@ref123]\]. Chronic up regulation of these miRNAs leads to depletion of the stem cell pool, one characteristic feature of epilepsy models and a potential cause of comorbid cognitive deficits observed in both rodent and human epilepsy subjects \[[@ref017]\].

### NSPC Proliferation and differentiation {#sec0060}

As mentioned before, TLX is involved in several negative feedback loops with different miRNAs, including miR-9, miR-137, miR-145, and Let-7b. All 3 miRNAs have also been identified in profiling studies, though the directionality of its expression differs temporally. Expression of the Let-7 family is severely altered by the initial insult. Shortly after SE-induction Let-7 expression decreases, followed by a severe increase at 24 hours post SE. Following this peak expression Let-7 is again down regulated lasting up till 50 days post SE \[[@ref129]\]. Unlike Let-7, miR-9 is found up regulated during the chronic stage of the disease \[[@ref129]\], while its expression decreases two hours after SE induction \[[@ref130]\]. Finally, expression of miR-137 increases both in acute \[[@ref082]\] and chronic \[[@ref129]\] stages of animal SE models, while expression of miR-145 is yet inconclusive as both up and down regulation have been shown. Decreased expression of these miRNAs will result in increased expression of the TLX receptor, thereby driving proliferation over differentiation, partially explaining the increased proliferation rates found in the early stages of epileptogenesis, while chronic up regulation of these miRNAs could potentially underlie the diminished proliferation observed in chronic epileptic hippocampi.

### Astrocytic conversion of NSCs {#sec0065}

As mentioned before, it has been recently shown that hippocampal NSCs can directly convert into astrocytes under seizure conditions. Though this phenomenon has not been linked directly to miRNAs yet, it could be argued that miRNA deregulation probably plays a role. In this respect, one possible key player could be miR-124, which is a crucial regulator of NSPC fate determination, through targeting SOX9, a transcription factor critical for glionesis that is normally absent in neuroblasts and immature neurons \[[@ref072]\]. miR-124 has been found upregulated under epileptic conditions \[[@ref082]\], providing a possible mechanistic explanation for astrocytic conversion of NSCs.

### Apoptotic selection {#sec0070}

miR-124 and miR-137, which cooperatively regulate NPC apoptosis after SE,, are both significantly up regulated during the initial stages of epileptogenesis \[[@ref082]\]. Furthermore, both miR-124 and miR-137 are also up regulated during the chronic stage of the disease \[[@ref131]\]. Up regulation of both miR-124 and miR-137 inhibits apoptosis of NPCs through down regulation of Bcl2L13, providing a possible explanation for the survival of unfit immature neurons commonly found in the epileptic hippocampus. On the contrary miR-34a, which down regulates anti-apoptotic Bcl2 levels, is significantly up regulated at different stages of the disease. Increased expression of miR-34a should increase apoptotic selection under epileptic conditions.

### Migration of newborn neurons {#sec0075}

The miR-379-410 cluster is also deregulated under epileptic conditions \[[@ref082]\]. Interestingly, at acute stages expression of this cluster increases, down regulating N-Cadherin and making immature neurons more prone to migrate. During the latent phase expression levels decrease, indicating a clear link between the presence of epileptic seizures and aberrant migration of newborn neurons commonly observed in epileptic hippocampi.

miR-9, which promotes migration of immature neurons, is also upregulated under epileptic conditions \[[@ref123]\]. Together, this points toward a strong effect of seizures on migration of immature neurons, providing a possible explanation of the characteristic ectopic granule cells commonly found in epileptic hippocampi.

### Maturation and integration {#sec0080}

Mir-34a and miR-134, which inhibit dendritic branching, are both up regulated in all stages of the disease \[[@ref082]\]. On the contrary miR-124, which is known to stimulate neurite outgrowth is down regulated at acute stages of epileptogenesis, but up regulated a few days after SE induction all until the chronic epileptic stage \[[@ref082]\]. The miR-17-92 cluster, which also promotes dendritic outgrowth, is up regulated at all stages of the disease \[[@ref123]\]. All together this points towards a complex regulation of dendritic outgrowth under seizure conditions.

A similar picture arises when looking at the expression levels of miRNAs known to regulate spinogenesis and functional integration. miR-132, which stimulates spinogenesis, has been found up regulated in all stages of the disease, indicating the occurrence of increased synaptic connectivity \[[@ref123]\]. In line with these findings expression levels of miR-138, which inhibits spinogenesis, is down regulated during all stages of the disease \[[@ref123]\]. On the contrary miR-134, which also inhibits spinogenesis, is up regulated during all stages of the disease \[[@ref124]\].

miRNA-based therapeutic approaches for epilepsy {#sec0085}
-----------------------------------------------

The complexity by which miRNAs regulate biological processes makes it a daunting challenge to summarize their role in the regulation of AHN. The list of miRNAs that regulate AHN keeps on growing, and more and more complex levels of miRNA regulation are being identified. Here we have summarized some examples of miRNAs and their targets that may function as hubs for the regulation of AHN. This concept is in line with recent observations that indicate functional convergence of multiple miRNAs on the same biological processes, or even on the same mRNA targets \[[@ref082]\]. By doing so, miRNAs have the potential to achieve precise temporal and spatial regulation of biological processes. Specifically, the convergence of two or more miRNAs on common targets will significantly reduce the number of potential targets because the number of common targets is lower than the list of potential individual targets in most cases. However, the converging actions of miRNAs remain a poorly understood layer of complexity in miRNA regulation, but some examples involving NSPCs have recently been described \[[@ref082]\].

Besides the biological complexity of miRNA functioning, applied clinical RNA therapy poses multiple hurdles that still need to be overcome. First, RNA molecules are generally unstable due to the presence of hydroxyl groups. Since the discovery of siRNAs and their promised therapeutic value several strategies have been developed to stabilize small RNA molecules, which can also be applied to miRNAs. Most of these strategies involve chemical modification of the RNA, such as ribose 2'OH modification and LNA modification \[[@ref137]\] that significantly stabilize ssRNAs through multiple mechanisms. Interesting, naked small RNA molecules administered using osmotic minipumps or directly by stereotaxic injection into the brain specifically regulate intended targets *in vivo*, shortly after injection in some cases \[[@ref139]\].

A second issue that arises in view of clinical usability is the miRNA delivery method, especially in the case of neurological disorders, since the blood-brain barrier normally excludes large polar molecules such as oligonucleotides from entering. miRNA-based treatments could be administered in several non-invasive ways, bypassing the need for intracranial administration. First, it has recently been shown that miRNAs can be successfully delivered to the brain via intranasal administration \[[@ref142]\], though the mechanisms through which miRNAs reach their target is still unclear. Secondly, the recent discovery of exosomal trafficking of miRNAs \[[@ref053]\] holds great therapeutic value, since exosomes can cross the blood-brain barrier and thus be administered intravenously \[[@ref143]\]. Another possibility is to time a systemic delivery of the molecules with breaches in the integrity of the blood-brain barrier, such as may occur following brain injury or after prolonged seizures.

With all current modifications of ssRNAs and new delivery methods that will allow non-invasive miRNA administration to the brain, miRNA-based treatments for neurological disorders seem within reach, at least from a technical point of view. Though mainly in cancer research, several clinical trials are already in progress trying to establish miRNA-based therapy.

### MiRNA-based therapy in epilepsy {#sec0090}

AHN-focused miRNA-based therapy for epilepsy seem rather challenging considering the existence of multiple miRNAs targeting the same biological processes or pathways, complex regulatory feedback loops within these pathways, and bidirectional expression control in the form of feedback loops. However, several attempts to identify miRNA-based anti-epileptic therapies have been performed, though not primarily focusing on AHN. miR-34a has been the focus in two different rodent epilepsy studies. Silencing miR-34a using antagomirs during SE induction successfully reduced neuronal apoptosis in CA1 and CA3, but this was not assessed in the DG \[[@ref133]\]. Therefore extrapolating these findings to AHN requires caution. A second study administering antagomirs against miR-34a, but now 24 hours post SE induction, did not find any neuroprotective effects, indicating a potential time-dependent treatment window \[[@ref134]\]. More importantly, both studies also failed to show any beneficial effects of antagomir-34a administration of seizure duration and severity.

Probably the most compelling evidence for miRNA-based epilepsy therapy comes from two studies targeting miR-134 expression. As mentioned before, miR-134 is involved in the regulation of spinogenesis, and therefore is an important regulator of excitability and network formation. Administration of antagomir-134 one day before SE induction significantly decreased the proportion of animals developing pilocarpine-induced SE. Furthermore, animals that did develop SE showed a significant delay in seizure onset and a decrease in total seizure power \[[@ref144]\]. In a second study, antagomir-134 administration one hour post SE induction reduced the occurrence of chronic spontaneous seizures by 90% \[[@ref145]\]. Furthermore, antagomir-134 administration reduced CA3 pyramidal spine density, neuronal cell loss, and astrogliosis, which are all hallmarks of the epileptic hippocampus. Like the studies performed on miR-34a, these studies on miR-134 did not assess any AHN-related pathology.

Future perspectives {#sec0095}
-------------------

The regulation of AHN by miRNAs has been intensively studied but still needs to be further elucidated. However, possible miRNA-based therapeutic applications are already in sight, as discussed in previous sections. In order to develop strong therapeutic strategies we will first need to optimize the preclinical models used so far. For example, in the case of miRNA profiling of the epileptic brain there is no standardized procedure for tissue selection, resulting in "epilepsy" miRNA profiles from numerous different sources and timepoints. Since we here try to understand the role of miRNAs in AHN, once would prefer to have miRNA profiles from the DG specifically \[[@ref082]\]. An even more sophisticated approach that holds great promise is the recent technological advancements in single cell '-omics' \[[@ref147]\]. If we could identify miRNA profiles in individual cells from all different cell types in the AHN cascade we could systematically elucidate their roles and we could be one step closer to identifying pathological miRNA expression and a potential miRNA-based therapy. Additionally, long non-coding RNAs (lnRNAs) and circular RNAs (circRNAs), which have been recently discovered as potent regulators of gene expression \[[@ref149]\], can also be profiled using single cell sequencing strategies.

Besides being a potential therapeutic target, miRNAs also hold great promise as potential biomarkers \[[@ref151]\]. With the recent discovery that miRNAs are excreted in exosomal vesicles and can be detected in blood \[[@ref053]\], it has now become possible to non-invasively identify altered miRNA expression levels from pathological brain tissue \[[@ref155]\]. Several studies have already obtained miRNA profiles from epileptic patients using blood samples \[[@ref153]\], allowing comparisons with preclinical epilepsy models \[[@ref157]\].

Given the current limited evidence for miRNA-based anti-epileptic treatment, the future for miRNA-based therapies remains still uncertain but it is heavily investigated. Though some preclinical evidence points towards successful application of single miRNA-based anti-epileptic approaches, one might argue that the future of miRNA-based therapy comprises multi-miRNA approaches instead, based on the robust regulation of common targets or biological pathways. Fundamental research is providing more and more evidence regarding complex interplay between different miRNAs, raising questions about single-miRNA therapies.

Interestingly, recent challenging experiments have demonstrated that AHN may be associated with cognitive impairments observed in epilepsy \[[@ref117]\]. Cognitive impairment comorbidity among epilepsy patients is high and in many cases it still progresses even when seizures have been controlled \[[@ref158]\]. If these cognitive deficits indeed severely rely on the presence of aberrant AHN, and miR-based treatments can rescue cellular alterations observed under pathological conditions, one might argue that miR-based therapy against cognitive deficits associated with epilepsy, may be another promising direction for future miR-based therapeutic studies. Thus, most likely, multi-miRNA-based approaches targeting several aspects of AHN will provide promising avenues to successfully rescue disease-associated aberrant AHN, and they could pave the way towards future clinical applications of miRNA-based therapies.
